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No Problemo! Easy Ways to Engage Hispanics 

Strategic Work Session 

 
No Problemo! Easy Ways to Engage Hispanics is a 90-minute interactive workshop that 
equips your staff to cost-effectively grow sales by meeting the needs of U.S. Hispanics. 
 
Hispanics may be your secret weapon to driving growth in the mature U.S. market.  
• Why search for new customers abroad when you can tap this $1.3 trillion consumer base, 

a market larger than the entire economies of all but 19 countries around the globe?  
• Why not deliver personalization to a segment of 55 million people, 80% of which are 

U.S. citizens or legal residents with common unique needs that go beyond language?  
• Can you easily steal customers from competitors by focusing on Hispanics, as half of 

U.S. companies lack a strategy to attract and retain them? 
• Can you find efficiencies and hidden sales growth by ensuring Hispanics are taking as 

much advantage of your category and brand’s benefits as your mainstream customers? 
 
Who is this session designed for? 
No Problemo! Easy Ways to Engage Hispanics is most valuable to marketing, sales, agency 
and merchandising professionals working on brands that source a significant amount of 
business from highly Hispanic target segments or geographies, or that compete in industries 
where Hispanics over-index or under-spend compared to the average American consumer. 
 
Our workshop is designed to help your executives reflect on their biggest challenges and how 
Hispanics can provide a solution. It allows them to discover how Hispanics are impacting your 
firm’s outcomes today and how to cater to Hispanics’ needs within existing initiatives. They will 
walk away with tips and tricks to easily capitalize on the growth of the U.S. Hispanic population. 
 
How does this session work? 
Our program involves a series of 3 to 5-minute insight or idea presentations followed by 7 to 
10 minutes of group brainstorming. No Problemo! Easy Ways to Engage Hispanics provides 
your people what they need to know -and do- to improve your brand’s Hispanic relevance right 
away. Our goal is to develop your staff’s Hispanic competencies so they can spot opportunities 
to drive growth that do not require a significant incremental investment. 
 
Hispanic initiatives offer a proven financial return. An Association of Hispanic Advertisers 
(AHAA) analysis of published financial revenue data and Nielsen ad spending for 39 CPG and 
retail firms found that the share of overall marketing resources dedicated to the Hispanic 
segment explained about 1/3 of their overall revenue growth. 
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What topics does this session include? 
Upon completion of our strategic work session, participants will: 
• Know the size and importance of the Hispanic market to their brand. 
• Clearly picture various segments of Hispanics and dispel myths about them.  
• Better understand Hispanic usage and attitudes in their category. 
• Have learned how to find their target Hispanic consumers and be relevant to them. 
• Have practiced disruptive thinking through questioning on attracting a new segment. 

 
No Problemo! Easy Ways to Engage Hispanics delivers an immediate and lasting impact on 
your staff’s ability to attract and retain Hispanic customers. Here’s where our program fits into 
what you’re already doing: 

 
 
How is this session different? 
No Problemo! Easy Ways to Engage Hispanics is differentiated in several ways: 
• Built on Sandra Diaz’s successes and failures championing Hispanic initiatives for 20 years 

at companies such as L’Oréal, Sears, Sara Lee, Colgate Palmolive, Zep Commercial. 
• Fully interactive, experiential, and hands-on — we facilitate a dialog about the insights 

rather than delivering a long presentation with meaningless Q&A time at the end. 
• Each strategic work session is tailored to align with your own category, business model 

and company culture. We are tactic agnostic and create your Hispanic roadmap WITH you! 
 
Sample strategic work session agenda 
To deliver the outcomes outlined above, we recommend focusing on the following topics: 

Sample Hispanic Insight/Idea Sample Discussion Question(s) 
Hispanic market size, 5 questions to find out 
how much Hispanics matter to your brand 

How to estimate addressable market 
Answer 5 questions 

Hispanic segments and examples What characteristics they have in common 
How Hispanic sub-segments differ 

Hispanic unique attitudes and needs, 
language-based and beyond language 

Brand’s current relevance to Hispanics 
Opportunities and barriers 

Finding, reaching, engaging Hispanics Compare vs. current approach 
Messaging ideas 

Next steps Summarize action plans 
Session evaluation 

 

Overarching 
Strategy

Segmentation & 
Personalization Plans

Hispanic Plans 
& Initiatives

Plans Execution 
& Measurement
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Strategic work session deliverables 
• 60-minute pre-session planning call and 30-minute post-session debriefing. 
• 30-min session setup/teardown and 90-min session facilitation. 
• Travel to/from strategic work session location. 
• Session description, presentation slides, follow-along handout, evaluation form. 
• Client to handle on-site logistics (projector, screen, microphone, flip chart, markers). 
• Client to collect and recap flip chart/discussion content for future use as needed.  

 
We ALWAYS tailor our content, discussions, tools, and exercises to focus on your most 
important business challenges and priorities. No theory. Plenty of practical ideas so your 
people build their Hispanic skill set right from the start. 
 
What people are saying about Sandra Diaz and the No Problemo! approach 
“DIAZ&CO.’s analytical approach, strategic guidance and multicultural experience helped us 
define our product marketing strategy and provided a roadmap for us to reach Hispanics.” 

— John Callahan, Vice-President of Marketing & Sales | Zep, Inc. 
 
“Sandra's presentation was informative, interactive and helped inform and guide our 
discussion and strategy around engaging new target audiences. We are looking forward to 
continuing our work with her.” 

— Tony Stein, Owner/Director | Camp Echo Lake (Horizon Group) 
 
“I worked with DIAZ&CO. to develop a workshop for our clients on the topic of marketing for 
Hispanic audiences. Sandra was very knowledgeable on the subject, and presented a session 
that was engaging and informative. She understood the concerns of the audience and 
appropriately tailored the content to address their business needs. After the event, we 
received great feedback from our clients. I would work with DIAZ&CO. again any time!” 

— Vigdis Eriksen, Chief Executive Officer | Eriksen Translations 
 
 

Contact Sandra Diaz at 646.580.5842 to learn more about bringing 
No Problemo! Easy Ways to Engage Hispanics to your organization. 


